REPORTS
Eight resonances can be resolved for this
interdot tuning with an energy offset (⌬ε) of
about 70 to 120 eV. Raising the interdot
tunneling barrier reduces ⌬ε (dashed lines),
and consequently the number of resonances
diminishes to one. As for real dimers, this can
be understood by the reduced overlap of the
dot wave functions that determines ⌬ε of
corresponding molecular states. The remaining peak is a degenerate multiplet, which
unfolds into resonances 2, 3, 4, and 5 as the
overlap of two dots’ wave functions is increased (indicated by the dashed arrows in
Fig. 4B). Furthermore, the energy splitting
found is of the same order of magnitude as
the one for bonding and antibonding states in
coupled dots with one valence electron (7).
However, here we coherently probe and thus
resolve a whole sequence of molecular states.
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Sequence-Speciﬁc Molecular
Lithography on Single DNA
Molecules
Kinneret Keren,1 Michael Krueger,1 Rachel Gilad,1
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Recent advances in the realization of individual molecular-scale electronic
devices emphasize the need for novel tools and concepts capable of assembling
such devices into large-scale functional circuits. We demonstrated sequencespeciﬁc molecular lithography on substrate DNA molecules by harnessing homologous recombination by RecA protein. In a sequence-speciﬁc manner, we
patterned the coating of DNA with metal, localized labeled molecular objects
and grew metal islands on speciﬁc sites along the DNA substrate, and generated
molecularly accurate stable DNA junctions for patterning the DNA substrate
connectivity. In our molecular lithography, the information encoded in the DNA
molecules replaces the masks used in conventional microelectronics, and the
RecA protein serves as the resist. The molecular lithography works with high
resolution over a broad range of length scales from nanometers to many
micrometers.
Recent advances in the realization of molecular-scale devices (1, 2) highlight their integration into functional circuits as a major
challenge. Successful attempts toward this
goal include the use of e-beam lithography
for wiring carbon nanotubes to form logic
circuits (3) and the construction of logic gates
from nanowire building blocks aligned by
flow (4).
An alternative route to nanometer-scale
electronics relies on molecular recognition
1
Department of Physics, 2Solid State Institute, TechnionIsrael Institute of Technology, Haifa 32000, Israel.
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and self-assembly. In such a bottom-to-top
approach, the information is encoded into the
components, which then self-assemble according to that information to form the structure. DNA-programmed assembly is a particularly promising strategy [see, for example,
(5–9)]. We have previously shown that DNA
molecules can be uniformly coated with metal to form thin metallic conductive wires that
can be attached to macroscopic electrodes by
virtue of the DNA molecular recognition
properties (8, 9). Molecular electronics, however, requires more elaborate manipulations,
including the formation of richer geometries,
wire patterning at molecular resolutions, and
molecularly accurate device localization. In

Fig. 1. Schematics of the homologous recombination reaction and molecular lithography. In part (i),
RecA monomers polymerize on a ssDNA probe molecule to form a nucleoprotein ﬁlament. In part
(ii), the nucleoprotein ﬁlament binds to an aldehyde-derivatized dsDNA substrate molecule at a
homologous sequence. In part (iii), incubation in AgNO3 solution results in the formation of Ag
aggregates along the substrate molecule at regions unprotected by RecA. In part (iv), the Ag
aggregates serve as catalysts for speciﬁc gold deposition, converting the unprotected regions to
conductive gold wires. HQ, hydroquinone.
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conventional microelectronics, the circuit
structure is dictated lithographically. Here,
we demonstrate DNA sequence–specific
molecular lithography. The molecular lithography uses homologous recombination
processes carried out by the RecA protein,
operating on double-stranded DNA (dsDNA)
substrate molecules (10). The information guid-

Fig. 2. Sequence-speciﬁc molecular lithography
on a single DNA molecule. (A) Two-terminal
current-voltage (I-V ) curve of a DNA-templated gold wire. The wire’s resistivity is 1.5 ⫻
10⫺7 ohm䡠m, and that of polycrystalline gold is
2.2 ⫻ 10⫺8 ohm䡠m. Inset, SEM image of a
typical DNA-templated wire stretched between
two electrodes deposited by e-beam lithography. Scale bar, 1 m. (B) AFM image of a
2027-base RecA nucleoprotein ﬁlament bound
to an aldehyde-derivatized -DNA substrate
molecule. (C) AFM image of the sample after
Ag deposition. DNA is exposed at the gap between the Ag-loaded sections. (D) AFM image
of the sample after gold metallization. Inset,
close-up image of the gap. The height of the
metallized sections is ⬃50 nm. (E) SEM image
of the wire after gold metallization. Scale bars
in (B) through (E), 0.5 m; scale bar in inset to
(D), 0.25 m. The distribution in the gap’s
length is mainly due to variability in DNA
stretching on the solid support. The very low
background metallization in the SEM images
compared with the AFM ones indicates that
most of the background is insulating. The DNA
molecules were stretched by combing (22) on
doped silicon wafers passivated by trimethylchlorosilane (Sigma).

ing the lithography is encoded in the DNA
substrate molecules and in short auxiliary probe
DNA molecules. The RecA protein provides
the assembling capabilities as well as the resist
function. The same process can also be used to
create DNA junctions needed for patterning the
DNA scaffold connectivity and to localize a
molecular-scale object at an arbitrary position
along the DNA substrate. That object can later
serve as a catalyst for specific growth of a metal
island there.
Homologous recombination is a proteinmediated reaction by which two DNA molecules, possessing some sequence homology,
cross over at equivalent sites. RecA is the
major protein responsible for that process in
Escherichia coli (10). In our process, RecA
proteins are polymerized on a probe DNA
molecule to form a nucleoprotein filament,
which is then mixed with the substrate molecules, leading to nucleoprotein-substrate

binding at homologous probe-substrate locations, as shown schematically in Fig. 1, parts
(i) and (ii). The RecA polymerization on the
probe DNA is not sequence specific. The
binding specificity of the nucleoprotein filament to the substrate DNA is dictated by the
probe’s sequence and its homology to the
substrate molecule.
Homologous recombination can be harnessed for sequence-specific patterning of
DNA metal coating (Fig. 1). An electroless
metallization scheme of DNA molecules was
developed in which the reducing agent is
localized on the DNA substrate. DNA molecules were first aldehyde derivatized by reaction with glutaraldehyde (11). This treatment
left the DNA intact and biologically active.
RecA was then used to localize a 2027-base
single-stranded probe molecule on a homologous section in the middle of a 48,502– base
pair aldehyde-derivatized -DNA substrate

Fig. 3. Sequence-speciﬁc localization of labeled nanometer-scale
objects on a dsDNA substrate. (A)
Gel electrophoresis analysis of the
recombination reaction [with
adenosine 5⬘-triphosphate (ATP)]
between a biotin-labeled 500base-long ssDNA probe and Hind
III– digested -DNA. Products
were blotted onto a nylon membrane by alkaline capillary transfer
and detected with a biotin-chemiluminescent detection kit (KPL,
Gaithersburg, MD). Left lane, biotin-labeled Hind III– digested
-DNA marker; middle lane, recombination reaction; right lane,
control reaction without RecA.
The fragment homologous to the
500-base ssDNA produces the
band marked by a red arrow. The
reaction speciﬁcity is reﬂected in
the absence of additional bands
compared with the control reaction exhibiting extensive spurious
binding. The lower bands are 500base ssDNA strands polymerized
with RecA. (B) AFM image of a
Nanogold-labeled 500-base-long
probe bound to a -DNA substrate molecule. The height of the
central features is 5 nm. Scale bar,
0.2 m. The recombination reaction was carried out with ATP using a biotin-labeled 500-base-long
ssDNA probe and -DNA as a substrate. After the recombination reaction, the RecA proteins were
decomposed, and the DNA molecules were extracted with phenol-chloroform. The puriﬁed reaction
products were incubated with streptavidin-conjugated Nanogold for 1 hour at room temperature. (C)
Sample after electroless gold metallization (15) with the Nanogold particles serving as nucleation
centers. The metallized object at the center of the DNA molecule is ⬎60 nm high. Scale bar, 1 m. (D)
AFM image of a single stretched DNA molecule after ELISA with Nanogold–secondary antibody
conjugates (12), followed by gold metallization. Scale bar, 0.2 m. The height of the metallized object
at the center is ⬎60 nm, and the background ( proteins from the reaction solution that adhere to the
surface in the combing process) is ⬍5 nm high. (E) Gel electrophoresis of the recombination reaction
with Hind III– digested -DNA substrate followed by ELISA and chemiluminescent detection. Left lane,
Hind III– digested -DNA marker; middle lane, recombination reaction; right lane, control reaction with
no substrate. There is a speciﬁc signal in the reaction lane (marked by a red arrow). The binding of the
nucleoprotein ﬁlament to the 2027-base fragment leads to a small shift of the band. The additional
band below the signal does not correspond to any fragment of the digested -DNA, and its origin is
unclear.
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(12). Sequence-specific nucleoprotein binding to the substrate molecule was confirmed
by protection against digestion by restriction
enzyme (12–14). The efficiency and specificity of the homologous recombination reaction
were not affected by the aldehyde derivatization of the substrate DNA (fig. S2). After the
recombination reaction, the molecules were
stretched on a passivated silicon wafer. An
atomic force microscope (AFM) image (Fig.
2B) shows a RecA nucleoprotein filament
bound specifically to the homologous location on the DNA substrate. Next, the sample
was incubated in a AgNO3 solution. The
reduction of Ag ions by the DNA-bound
aldehyde in the unprotected segments of the
substrate molecule formed tiny Ag aggregates along the DNA skeleton. The localized
RecA proteins, serving as a resist, prevented
Ag deposition on the protected aldehyde-derivatized DNA segment and created a gap of
exposed sequence between the Ag-loaded
segments of the substrate molecule (Fig. 2C).
The Ag aggregates served as catalysts for
subsequent electroless gold deposition (15),
which produced two continuous gold wires
separated by the predesigned gap (Fig. 2, D
and E). Extensive AFM and scanning electron microscopy (SEM) confirm that the metallization gap is located where expected. The
position and size of the insulating gap can be
tailored by choosing the probe’s sequence
and length.
The conductivity of the resulting gold
wires was characterized by electrode deposi-

tion and direct electrical measurements. A
SEM image of a DNA-templated wire connecting two electrodes is shown in Fig. 2A
(inset). An electrical measurement of that
wire, which is a few micrometers in length
and 50 to 100 nm wide (Fig. 2A), revealed an
⬃25-ohm resistance and ohmic characteristics up to currents on the order of 200 nA.
The wire conductivity is only one-seventh
that of polycrystalline gold, which is four
orders of magnitude higher than our previous
DNA-templated Ag wires (8, 9). The localization of the reducing agent (aldehyde) on
the DNA scaffold results in very low background metallization (this is evident in the
SEM images in Fig. 2, A and E, which, unlike
the AFM images, distinguish between metallic and nonmetallic background). This metallization process is thus superior to other reduction schemes in the literature (16).
In our molecular lithography concept, exposed sequences of dsDNA serve as addresses for localizing molecular objects. A RecAdriven recombination reaction was used to
localize arbitrary labeled molecular objects at
specific locations along the dsDNA substrate.
The specificity (17) in localizing a biotinlabeled, 500-base single-stranded DNA
(ssDNA) probe on a fragmented -DNA substrate is shown in Fig. 3A. The probe is
homologous to one of the restriction fragments (marked by a red arrow). The probe
binds specifically to that fragment, and negligible amounts of nonspecific binding are
seen elsewhere. In contrast, the control reac-

Fig. 4. Stable three-armed junction. (A) RecA-promoted homologous junction formation (12)
between biotin-labeled 4.3-kbplong and unlabeled 15-kbp-long
dsDNA molecules. The reaction
products for different reaction
times (lane 3, 30 min; lane 4, 60
min; lane 5, 120 min; lane 6, 210
min) were electrophoresed, blotted onto a nylon membrane, and
detected with a chemiluminescent-biotin detection kit. Lane 1,
biotin-labeled Hind III– digested
-DNA marker. Lanes 2 and 7 are
control reactions without RecA
(lane 2, 5 min; lane 7, 210 min).
Lane 8 is a control reaction without ATP (210 min). The band
marked by a red arrow contains
stable three-armed junctions.
Additional bands correspond to
labeled 4.3-kbp molecules and
their 8.6-kbp spontaneously
formed dimers. At long reaction times (lanes 5 and 6), the junction band intensity decreases
because of junction-junction interaction leading to the formation of more complex structures that
remain in the loading wells. (B) Different steps in junction formation. Step (i) shows building blocks
(15-and 4.3-kbp dsDNA). The latter molecule is completely homologous to one end of the former
molecule and has a 50-base-long sticky end (12). Step (ii) shows pairing at homologous sequences
and branch migration. Step (iii) shows the ﬁnal product, a stable three-armed junction. (C) AFM
images of a three-armed junction, which can serve as a scaffold for a three-terminal device. Scale
bars, 0.25 m (top) and 50 nm (bottom). The lengths of the arms are as expected, considering the
variations due to interaction with the surface in the combing process.
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tion without RecA (Fig. 3A, right lane) exhibited extensive nonspecific binding. The
labeled probe remained bound to the substrate after deproteinization and can thus be
used for localizing objects. The products of
the same reaction were used with intact
-DNA substrate. The deproteinized reaction
products were incubated with streptavidinconjugated 1.4-nm gold particles (Nanogold,
Nanoprobes, Yaphank, New York). The
streptavidin-conjugated Nanogold binds specifically to the biotinylated probe. An AFM
image (Fig. 3B) shows the Nanogold-bound
ssDNA probe localized on the substrate
dsDNA, and Fig. 3C shows that electroless
gold deposition (15) results in gold growth
around the catalyzing Nanogold particles. As
demonstrated by Sato et al. (18), gold clusters
can be used as single electron transistors.
The RecA proteins bound to the DNA
substrate can also be used for localizing molecular objects and selective growth of a metallic island, using antibodies in a process
analogous to standard enzyme-linked immunosorbent assay (ELISA). First, primary antibodies to RecA were reacted with the sample (12). Next, gold particles conjugated to
secondary antibodies with high affinity to the
primary antibodies were localized on them.
Gold metallization resulted in a metallic cluster localized on the DNA substrate (Fig. 3D).
The specificity of the reaction was confirmed
with a fragmented -DNA substrate (as in
Fig. 3A). The reaction products were separated by gel electrophoresis, transferred to a
membrane, and detected by chemiluminescence (using horseradish peroxidase–conjugated secondary antibodies), as shown in Fig.
3E (12). A clear signal appeared only at the
band corresponding to the DNA fragment
homologous to the probe (marked by a red
arrow in Fig. 3E). Detection with Nanogold–
secondary antibody conjugates and successive gold metallization led to similar results.
Finally, we show how the same mechanism can be harnessed to generate the molecularly accurate DNA junctions required for
the creation of an elaborate DNA scaffold.
Artificial DNA junctions have been demonstrated with hybridization, but they require
precise design and ssDNA (oligonucleotide)
synthesis (19). RecA generates junctions between any two dsDNA molecules having homologous regions (20). Junction formation is
depicted schematically in Fig. 4B. Two types
of DNA molecules, 15 and 4.3 kilobase pairs
(kbp) long, were prepared (12). The short
molecule is homologous to a 4.3-kbp segment at one end of the long molecule. RecA
was first polymerized on the short molecule
and then reacted with the long molecule. The
recombination reaction led to the formation
of a stable three-armed junction with two
4.3-kbp-long arms and an 11-kbp-long third
arm. Junction formation was confirmed by
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biotin labeling of the 4.3-kbp molecules and
gel electrophoresis. An additional specific
band (marked by a red arrow) that was absent
in the control reactions is shown in Fig. 4A.
By excising the additional band from the gel,
extracting the DNA, and spreading it on a
solid support, we verified that the specific
band comprises DNA junctions. AFM images
of such a junction are shown in Fig. 4C.
These junctions can serve as a template for a
three-terminal device.
The realization of sequence-specific molecular lithography constitutes an important
step toward integrated DNA-templated electronics. Homologous recombination by RecA
operates on scales varying between a few
bases (nanometers) to thousands of bases
(micrometers) with essentially single-base
accuracy (⬃0.3 nm). Thus, our molecular
lithography can operate on a broad range of
length scales with essentially nanometer resolution. The various molecular lithography
processes demonstrated above can be carried
out sequentially; for example, junction definition followed by specific metallization of
the unprotected junction’s arms and colloid
localization at the junction represent three
levels of lithography. Molecular lithography
can be applied to other DNA-programmed
constructs (e.g., for mechanical applications).
The resist function provided by the RecA
protein can most likely be extended to operations other than metallization, because the
protein apparently blocks the access of even
small molecules (Ag ions in the present case)
to the DNA substrate.
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Global Distribution of Neutrons
from Mars: Results from Mars
Odyssey
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Global distributions of thermal, epithermal, and fast neutron ﬂuxes have been
mapped during late southern summer/northern winter using the Mars Odyssey
Neutron Spectrometer. These ﬂuxes are selectively sensitive to the vertical and
lateral spatial distributions of H and CO2 in the uppermost meter of the martian
surface. Poleward of ⫾60° latitude is terrain rich in hydrogen, probably H2O ice
buried beneath tens of centimeter-thick hydrogen-poor soil. The central portion
of the north polar cap is covered by a thick CO2 layer, as is the residual south
polar cap. Portions of the low to middle latitudes indicate subsurface deposits
of chemically and/or physically bound H2O and/or OH.
Neutron spectroscopy can be used to survey
planetary bodies for hydrogen (1). The epithermal neutron energy range (0.4 to about
500 keV) is most sensitive for this purpose.
Measurements of thermal (⬍0.4 eV) and epithermal neutron fluxes also provide unique
information about the existence and thickness
of deposits of CO2 (2). Such deposits are
expected to cover both martian polar caps
during their respective winter months (3–5),
and CO2 is also thought to blanket the residual south polar cap of Mars (5–7).
A component of the Gamma-Ray Spectrometer (GRS) aboard Mars Odyssey is the
Neutron Spectrometer (NS) (8, 9). For the
purposes of our initial global survey of neu1
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trons produced by Galactic cosmic rays that
leak away from Mars, we used data collected
between 20 March and 18 April 2002, covering areocentric Sun longitudes between
about 345° and 360° (late in southern summer/northern winter). An estimation of the
abundance and stratigraphy of hydrogen near
the south martian pole using gamma-ray and
neutron data is presented separately (10).
The NS consists of a cubical block of
boron-loaded plastic scintillator that is segmented into four individual prism-shaped
sensors (9). During mapping, the four sensors
are oriented with one facing down toward
Mars, one facing in the forward direction
nearly along the spacecraft’s velocity vector
(Vsc), one facing backward, nearly antiparallel to Vsc, and one facing upward (11). The
difference in counting rates between the
forward- and backward-facing sensors is a reliable estimate of the counting rate across the
thermal energy band because the backward
sensor measures the epithermal and spacecraft components. The downward-facing sen-
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